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Only 8 simple pinpoints  

Introducing 888token.vip: Unleash Your Wealth Potential!

1.  🌐 Fair launch : 440,000,000  T888 Token-s Up for Grabs!

Commencing on 25.12.2023 at 8 PM, our campaign will run until the end of the current year, 
giving you the freedom to decide the extent of your involvement with 888token. Spread the joy, 
claim your share now, and become a vital part of the wealth revolution in 2024, a year that signifies 
prosperity and abundance with its sum of 8. Act today, and let the journey to financial 
empowerment begin! All raising funds in presale will go for listing fees on CEX 

2.  ✨ Unique Birthdate of 888token 

Remember, on 25.12.2023  (25+12+2+2+3 = 44 = 4+4  = suming up takes us to , yeah number 8, 
the original 888token was born, and any copycats that emerge later on this date will pale in 
comparison to the potential of 888token.The numerical alignment of 25.12.2023 gives birth to the 
powerful numeral 8, distinguishing the original 888token from the rest. 

3.  🚀 The Power of 8 

Align yourself with success! Join the original 888token community and harness the energy of the 

number 8 to propel your journey to prosperity. What does Google says about number 8 : 

Yes, 8 is a universal lucky number, especially in many Asian cultures. In China, the number 8 is 
considered an auspicious number as it is associated with money and wealth. They believe that the 
more 8s there are, the better luck it brings, especially in matters of business and money. 

In the realm of numerology, the number 8 serves as a symbolic representation of the dynamic flow 
of energy. This energy encompasses financial prosperity, personal empowerment, and extends its 
influence to business endeavors, crypto wallets, accomplishments, success, and overall impact.

 The number 8 is linked to notions of wealth, prosperity, success, and elevated status, making it 
highly favored among businesspeople. Consequently, 888 is deemed triple in its auspiciousness. 
Numbers featuring the digit sequence 888 are especially regarded as fortunate, reinforcing the 
belief that 8 itself is inherently lucky, and 888 is considered exceptionally lucky, embodying a 
triple dose of good fortune. 

4.  Unique number 888  MEME token 🎄  

Only numerological calculated token on BSC .It was all said and done with pets meme token,. Now 
it is time for numbers to rule blockchain like it should be. Lets start numerological revolution on 
BSC.  This meme token stands out as the only one with numerological potential to enhance your 
wealth in financial terms. It doesn't rely on any mysterious new use case; rather, it purely represents 
the best possible karma in astrological terms that you can bring into your crypto wallet. 



5.  📢 Numerology supersedes everything, 

Significant Dates:

• 25.12.2023:  The fair launch commencement date, aligning with the numerology of 44 

(2+5+1+2+2+2+3), further underscoring the powerful nature of 888token. The presale will 
kick off at 8 in the evening, symbolizing new beginnings. 

6.  🌈 Numerical Synchronicity:

Exchanges should have listed 888token with symbol T888 (4+8+8+8 = 28 which is another 
powefull number for wealth) if they shall become succesfull or maintain that status 

7.  🎁  Intriguingly, the upcoming year 2024 sums up to 8 (2+2+4), reinforcing the continuous 
alignment with the powerful numeral 8.

8.🍭 Max supply with more lucky numbers 8 

Limited to 888,888,888 tokens, each with 8 digits, this exclusive supply is significantly lower 

than other tokens lacking a concrete survival strategy for 2024.  

The key to prosperity is within your grasp: by holding your T888 tokens in the wallet of your 
preference, you unlock the pathway to numerologically speaking the best chance for success. The 
destiny of T888 tokens relies on exchanges recognizing their potential and listing them. The 
authority lies in your hands to shape the future – hold on and witness the journey unfold! 

Don't be swayed by the noise of meme tokens without a concrete plan. Embrace the token with a 
numerological purpose, a limited supply that inherently carries the essence of wealth, and a vision 
for lasting success. Your journey to financial empowerment begins here – seize it with both hands! 

SOFT cap : 0,888 BNB

MAX buy 888 BNB

Token alocations : 

440,000,000 or 49,50 % for fair presale start

219,912,000 or 24,74 % for liquidity pool

80,000,000 or 9 % for initial DEV team and reserve

140,176,888   – 15,77 % - reserved for 2 to 5 CEXs listings (if raised BNBs will be enough for 
listing fees we will airdrop this part to all that will hold tokens till end of february 2024   – Airdrop 
will take place in 2 tranches in about 30 and 60 days after presale completes.

All funds raised during the presale will be allocated towards covering listing fees on the centralized 



exchange (CEX). The exchange on which the project will be listed depends solely on the amount 
raised; the larger the funds raised, the higher-tier exchange it will be listed on. The size of the CEX 
will vary accordingly, with no other determining factors involved. 

The presence of CEX trading is not contingent on an "if" scenario; instead, the only variable at play 
is the size of the CEX. 

Remeber this is our original T888

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0CABEd9E65ADA005c161AAEebcAA646Eece37432

If you have nay iquiries about purchase, want to work with us for tokens,  list T888  on your CEX 
in exchange for some T888  just email us at 888@888token.vip  .  We do collect offers till 
28.12.2023 23:59

For further details and continuous updates, stay connected with our vibrant community on 

https://twitter.com/T888info .

Just start slow, with no expetations, and remember numerology is on side of 888token
Yours, Devs of  888token.vip  team.  Together We can make it happen .

Can we make 888x ?

Europe, 25.12.2023  

Together, let's unlock the potential of number  with T888 token  !

Info on https://token888.vip 
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